Valentine Ball Tomorrow Night

A Valentine Ball will be held tommorrow night, Friday, February 14, at the Training school gym, from 7:30 to 11:00.

Students are again reminded that this will be an informal dance with no faculty sponsorship. The orchestra will be down from Waukesa to play. No special invitational music available in Central Wisconsin.

The dance is being sponsored by the Student Council with the cooperation and assistance of the Social Committee. Bill Goetsch, member of Roberts and Art Swenson form the faculty committee.

Students will be admitted on presentation of their activity tickets. Social committee members will have to get guest tickets which are obtainable at the dean's offices.

New Courses Being Given in Conservation

For the first time in the history of CSTC, a new conservation course has been added to the curriculum. The course is entitled "Management and Recreation" and is being offered to students. The course, offered in the Fall of 1946, is taught by Arol C. Cep.

Required for Major

It is a requirement for the conservation major and limited, and facilities for the enrollment of many more.

Student Lounge Now Under New System

The Student Lounge is being run under a different system this semester. Students who wish to remain in the lounge will be required to pay admission charge. Cliff Valentine, Zeta, and Robert M. Pringle have been designated to help keep the lounge open.

Blood Typing Program Helpful to Students

Do you know your blood type? In time of emergency, the only way a blood transfusion can be given to save a life is if the donor and recipient have the same blood type. The typing is being done by technical personnel who is, in the past, have considered CSTC, a potential blood bank. The typing program could be of great use in the event of a disaster or war. The program is practically identical to a program which proved beneficial in Chicago during the war. The typing is being done by technical personnel who, in the past, have considered CSTC, a potential blood bank. This program could be of great use in the event of a disaster or war.

The program is practically identical to a program which proved beneficial in Chicago during the war. The typing is being done by technical personnel who, in the past, have considered CSTC, a potential blood bank. This program could be of great use in the event of a disaster or war.

Community Benefit

The purpose of the program is largely educational. Although the individual will find it of great benefit to himself, it could be of value to the state. Thus, an increase or decrease in enrollment does not affect the college. The state university, on the contrary, is interested in its receipts and thus, as its enrollment increases, its financial resources are increased proportionately; however, the reverse is also true, for when the enrollment is less, funds are given to the Council.

1945 Budget Low

In the college budget, CSTC operated on funds appropriated for the current year. This was the year of CSTC's lowest enrollment and when the budget was planned only minimal growth in enrollment was anticipated. The phenomenal increase in enrollment that was realized within the biennium. Consequently, during the last year, CSTC was operating under a deficit. At present, there is a small profit from the social standpoint.

The president, William C. Hansen states that the budget for the next biennium was prepared last fall when Wisconsin educators had a clearer idea of what situations were going to develop, so now the question of whether or not the teachers' colleges get a sufficient appropriation is up to the State Legislature.

Committee Plans Social Schedule

Stop! Before making any more plans for this semester, consult the committee plans. This is the second social planned for the Social Committee for the remainder of the semester. The committee plans are of great use to anyone who will help in the planning of social events. It is recommended that all social committees and other assemblies are attractively lettered cards, and that no military or non-military subject is included. The card must be a front panel board made by Lawrence K. Davis. The card must be an advertisement of an event. The card must be used internally, as the cards can be removed and new ones added.

Miss Edna Carlsten of the Art department did the printing of the social calendar.

Penwell Refuses to Leave; Game Forfeited

With two minutes of play remaining, students leading the Milwaukee teachers, 50-41, refused to play the last game, staged at the P. J. Jacobs high school gym, on Saturday night, was declared a forfeit by the referee.

The forfeiture,declared in Point's favor, after the official Terre Haute, Ind., had decided the game was fair enough to continue. The official's decision was based on the reputed rule that the game was forfeited. The game up to that point had been closely fought with everyone feeling that both teams and with neither team sharing a substantial lead at any one time.

Haidwog was the big gun in the Point offense, scoring 24 of the eight field goals and eight charity baskets in the first half. He continued his finest performances to date. Carpenter contributed nine points to the score on three baskets and three free throws, and was followed by Hart­ mann, who added seven points of each. The Hartmann-Flagus duo, though off on their shooting, turned in a fine showing. Hart­ mann also displayed fine form.

For Milwaukee were Lenner and Bob Bola with 11 and 10 points respectively.

With the game hardly a minute from its conclusion, Haidwog sank a basket to put the Pointers in the lead, 2-0. Buhl quickly recorpernted with a lay up, and a free throw for the Green Gulls. Haidwog scored again, and a three backhand for Milwaukee and was followed by Hartmann's three pointers. From there on both teams played very close ball and the score never varied by more than a few points. The Green Gulls led 26-25 in the last few minutes of the game. W. L. Rudolph and Prieho each sank a bucket to give Central State a 27-26 lead.

(See GAME FORFEITED, page 4)

Addition Made to Staff

Nelson Hall girls have welcomed a new assistant director into their organization. Mrs. Laura A. Ghcrke of Clinton­ town, a former teacher at Carlstad, and a former rural school teacher.

Although Mrs. Ghcrke has been active in the teaching profession she has had a wealth of experience in many other fields.

She was a X-Ray technician and bookkeeper in the Waupaca County Hospital and from there went to the Wisconsin State College at Stout, where she was a X-Ray technician and bookkeeper. She has owned and managed a restaurant, and worked as inspector for the Food Wheel Drive Auto Company at Clinton­ town.

After a brief vacation, Mrs. Ghcrke returned to teaching before the new semester started.

Mr. Goetsch, director at the gym, will be very varied and likely will include office work and bookkeeping besides his duties connected with the management of the Dorm. Mrs. Ghcrke who is a long time resident, has done great service although she is interested in many other recreational activities. Mr. Goetsch wishes to wel­ come Mrs. Ghcrke to CSTC and to wish her a pleasant stay.
Women's Basketball Organized in Town

A women's basketball program has been organized at the Emerson High School. Miss Miriam Moser, women's physical education instructor at CSTC, is in charge of the program. Games are played every Monday, some of the games being played with high school teams.

At present there is room for at least 25 players so next year a program and an invitation to join is extended to individual women who wish to play. Transcriptions are submitted to Miss Moser.

If Your Club Isn't Mentioned, Here's Why!!

Some comments have reached this office about why an organization wasn't mentioned in the Pointer. In order to clear up a few misunderstandings here is the information about organizations that have not been included.

Each organization has appointed, either by election or otherwise, a representative whose duty it is to write up its organization's undertakings for publication. Deadlines for these stories are the Monday evening before the Pointer comes out. It is impossible for the editor to fails to report his organization's new activities, or the editor feels that it is impossible for this, since it would be impossible to maintain a staff of representatives for all the groups in the college.

Stories submitted to the Pointer will be printed under Student Organizations. Names and dates and other details should be carefully printed and in spelled in order to eliminate transcription errors. Stories may have to be rewritten for publication, but facts will remain the same if proper spelling is used.

In line with this, any contributions in the form of student opinions or otherwise are welcome. If you have something to say to the student body, or you want to express your opinion about some school affair, etc., write it down signing it in the Pointer office before Monday evening. Leave contributions in the editor's desk.

"Please sign your name to all contributions because we are unable to use unsigned ones. Even if your contribution is not printed, we know. If you wish your name withheld from the story, indicate this when submitting your story."

This is your paper put out by your fellow students and you are welcome to make suggestions and contributions to it.

Quantity Plus Quality Served at Dorm Meals

Many students have expressed curiosity about the quantity and quality of food consumed by the residents of Nelson Hall. How much and what do futures get?

Following are a few statistics on that question. Twenty-five girls are served by the Nelson Hall kitchen. Twenty meals a week are served to about 125 girls. The only meal not served on Sunday is the breakfast.

1,400 Pounds of Spuds

At the top of the list is potatoes which are ordered at the rate of six bushels or 1,400 pounds a week. (Girls, potatoes are just full of calories—save those potatoes to eat!) However, potatoes are a great deal of importance—to some of us, anyway.)

Other typical foods and the amounts consumed are carrots, one bushel; turnips, one and one-half bushels; and one-half bushel; oranges, one case; grapefruit, one-half case; lettuce, one case; and cottage cheese, 25 pounds per meal with an addition of 60 dozen eggs per week and 20 to 24 leaves of bread daily, depending upon whether or not sandwiches are ordered.

Plenty of Milk

More than 75 quarts of milk are daily consumed. This does not include the unfettered consumption of cream. It is interesting to note that less than half the milk is consumed for breakfast, but several pounds are used each day.

High School Algebra Class Formed Here

The first session of a new high school algebra class met last Monday at 4 p.m. in Room 101. The class is being taught by Grant Thayer and is being given to accommodate the number of students for high school algebra or whose high school algebra was inadequate for college mathematics.

The course is not being given for credit, but it is to aid students desiring more background in alge- bania. For the student to be selected by the instructor must show a certain level of ability in algebra. The class will meet Monday, Wednesday, and Friday mornings.

The Homecoming Band is sweet on the ears, too. Of course, there is not only one of the finest bands ever to play, but also is one of the outstanding organizations in the college. We shall hope to hear from you soon.

Sincerely yours, J. C. Mack, editor.

(Editor's note: Peter J. Michelsen, a junior, has been selected to receive the following letter from CSTC graduate.)

Kutterm, Wis. February 7, 1947

Dear Mr. Michelsen,

Enclosed is a letter and name of students you wish to use for the clinic band. They are fortunate to be able to play with such a fine group that will be assembled for the occasion.

The news of the Homecoming Band is sweet on the ears, too. Of course, there is not only one of the finest bands ever to play, but also is one of the outstanding organizations in the college. We shall hope to hear from you soon.

Sincerely yours,

Harvard H. Edelman

Radio Workshop

"Full Speed Ahead" is the motto of this Radio Workshop this semester. New and better ideas are being worked out to make this term one of the best in the broadcasting history of the college.

On "Our College Roundtable," which always produces a worthwhile and interesting discussion, they have been picking up ideas from the current news spotlight. (Remember, your letters are received weekly in this discussion—so listen in.)

On "The Music Album," under the control of Rene La Mastra and Alan Pontafat will present "Mist­ ic Music of the West." Please let us know if you are interested.

Along with comments on future Friday programs, the Workshop is eagerly awaiting the answer to the question of the week—"Will the new program next Monday actually days actually come into existence?" We will know definitely by next week, according to recent reports from Dr. E. R. Gathm, director of the Workshop.

Phyllis Kasper and John Kowalke have taken over the direction of "Our College Roundtable." It will be rebroadcast each week of every James W. continuity will continue on this program.

On Tuesday, Jean Walker will present the "Books and Authors" program.

On Wednesday, "The Radio Workshop Players" will present the "College Roundtable" program for freshmen's enlightenment. The script presented this week will be "The Merchant of Venice" under the direction of Al­ na Kewan, chief of the Workshop.

The freshman series of formal rec­ reations begins on Monday, January 19, with "The Way of a Woman." The workshop will meet on Monday nights dates at 7 p.m., February 24 and 25 and on March 3, 4, 10 and 11.

Who's Whose

Did you see that game Saturday night? If not, you missed the spec­ tacle. "Let's Play Ball," with "The Peewee glaring at the officials. No luck, he hadn't learned better than 'em.

Looks like things have settled down in the Feragen "sweepstakes." Evidently Bob Getman is there to stay.

Rumor would have it that the "band of the year" will be playing at the "Peewee's Barn" tomorrow night. It's all free but the coke, why not drop in?

She was only a bartender's daugh­ ter, she said. His voice accounted for her "eye" expression.

Have you heard the rumor going around about Art Pejza? If we may trust the rumor mill, he's a new-­ pantons. P. S. Alice will be in town this weekend.

Some week we're going to devote all of our time to observing the males going to and from Nelson Hall, that ought to fill up several columns.

Glad to see that the Kay Prey-Bren­ chley story is going strong—com­plete with ring.

Noticed Marge Schrank at the store last week. He's in his own role of an invalid. It's nice to well her back to college after she stayed at St. Michael's hospital.

Not an awful lot of dirt this week so we'll leave you with the thought that many a pebble on the beach has become a little "boulder." Hope you didn't rock 'ya.
GAME FORFEITED

The second half opened with the Pacers breaking into the scoring again on a free throw by Haidvogl. Lemmer then scored a field goal for the Gulls to tie the score, 28-28. Carpenter flipped in a field goal and was followed by Rahn of Milwaukee scoring on a charity toss. Haidvogl was fouled and made good on a free throw. Rahn then tallied another field goal and the score was tied, 30-30.

The Point agregation then started to click and edged ahead methodically. The Pacers were losing 28-32 when the game occurred.

A total of 47 fouls were called with Point receiving 22 and Milwaukee totaling 25 when the game occurred.

The box score:

Central State (56) FG FT PF
Hartman, g ... 1 ... 3
Magur, g ... 0 ... 0
Dreznok, g ... 0 ... 0
Pohlma, g ... 1 ... 0
Neale, g ... 2 ... 0
Total ... 17 ... 16 ... 21

Milwaukee (41) FG FT PF
Rahn, f ... 4 ... 1
Morris, f ... 0 ... 0
Driksen, f ... 0 ... 1
Fluck, f ... 0 ... 0
Gunderson, f ... 2 ... 0
Lemmer, c ... 5 ... 1
Bolz, c ... 4 ... 2
Kratz, g ... 0 ... 1
Castagna, g ... 0 ... 0
Pichke, g ... 2 ... 0
Kolof, g ... 0 ... 0
Geiske, g ... 0 ... 0
Total ... 15 ... 11 ... 21

Summary: Free throws missed: Central State, 13 (Miller, Carpenter, 2, Ludwig-2, Haidvogl-5, Hartman-2, Capacz-1); Milwaukee, 13 (Rahn, Driksen, Lemmer, Bolz-2, Fricke-3, Gunderson-4, Geske-2); technical fouls, Penwell-2; timeout, Lewis, Stevens Point; scorer, Prue. Stevens Point; referee, Pickett, Appleton; umpire, Wite, Appleton.

February 8 Score was tied and edged ahead on another free throw. Rahn then scored a field goal and was followed by Rahn of Emmerich, 25-24.

Total points were scored in the game totaling 57 when the game occurred.

The game occurred.

Generally speaking, the game occurred.

A total of 47 fouls were called with Point receiving 22 and Milwaukee totaling 25 when the game occurred.

The box score:

Central State (56) FG FT PF
Hartman, g ... 1 ... 3
Magur, g ... 0 ... 0
Dreznok, g ... 0 ... 0
Pohlma, g ... 1 ... 0
Neale, g ... 2 ... 0
Total ... 17 ... 16 ... 21

Milwaukee (41) FG FT PF
Rahn, f ... 4 ... 1
Morris, f ... 0 ... 0
Driksen, f ... 0 ... 1
Fluck, f ... 0 ... 0
Gunderson, f ... 2 ... 0
Lemmer, c ... 5 ... 1
Bolz, c ... 4 ... 2
Kratz, g ... 0 ... 1
Castagna, g ... 0 ... 0
Pichke, g ... 2 ... 0
Kolof, g ... 0 ... 0
Geiske, g ... 0 ... 0
Total ... 15 ... 11 ... 21

Summary: Free throws missed: Central State, 13 (Miller, Carpenter, 2, Ludwig-2, Haidvogl-5, Hartman-2, Capacz-1); Milwaukee, 13 (Rahn, Driksen, Lemmer, Bolz-2, Fricke-3, Gunderson-4, Geske-2); technical fouls, Penwell-2; timeout, Lewis, Stevens Point; scorer, Prue. Stevens Point; referee, Pickett, Appleton; umpire, Wite, Appleton.

February 8 Score was tied and edged ahead on another free throw. Rahn then scored a field goal and was followed by Rahn of Emmerich, 25-24.

Total points were scored in the game totaling 57 when the game occurred.

The game occurred.
One of the poorest exhibitions of sportsmanship ever to be witnessed in Stevens Point, in this writer’s opinion, was given at the P. J. Jacobs High School last Saturday night. Surprisingly enough it was not staged by the audience or the players but by a coach who person is supposed to instill sportsman-like qualities in his charge.

Throughout the Point-Milwaukee game Coach Guy Penwell vociferously contended that his team was being discriminated against by biased officials. Not content with voicing his complaints throughout the gym the coach repeatedly called the umpire a “booger.”

It was no great wonder to the audience that the officials finally “saw red” and charged Penwell with a technical foul. Most coaches would have been stilled by one technical but not so with the Milwaukee basketball mentor; even two technical fouls failed to silence his untruths.

In a desperate attempt to stop the pandemonium and resume play, the official ordered Penwell to leave the floor or risk a forfeit. At that time, two minutes of the game remained to be played with the Milwaukee team trailing by nine points. The Green Knights had a fighting chance of tying the score but could only watch their chances through the rest of the game, virtually in vain. Given a final ultimatum Penwell still refused to leave and the game was waived.

The Milwaukee coach may “save face” with his following by having forfeited the game on the grounds that the officiating was unfair, instead of seeing his team hand his first conference defeat. The loss of respect for his person, however, will take a long time to build up again.

In Penwell’s favor, certain officials did appear questionable to this writer, but at other times it seemed fools should have been called and were not. Assuming Coach Penwell was justified in presenting his case may be said that it takes a good man to accept a defeat gracefully but a better one to accept a defeat even when he knows he is being “robbed.”

Coach Penwell seemed to have forgotten one major point entirely. That point was that the officiating group write the rules. Their decisions, good or bad, must be respected.

The Fifth Quarter

In line with this it is interesting to note the following story or the “College game” last Tuesday night, January 28, bitternes disappoints was that of the worst returns of local schools witnessed. In those parts they had come to see the fabulous Fort Sheridan basketball team, win 20 of its last 23 engagements, battle their own re-

The Veterans of CSTC opened their second semester of play with a streamlined six team league.

In the first engagement of the current series the Spartans and Papermakers each took three straight games to tie for first place honors. The Greeny’s aggregation rolled in two and dropped one to take over the second place berth, while the Schiltz team won one game and lost two to assume third place.

The Papermakers took top honors with a 2209 series and a high game of 762. The Spartans followed with a 2129 series and a 759 single game.

Most rolled in a 205 game to take individual game honors. Cliff Kunde and Lester Reed followed with a 203 and 192 score respectively.

Individual high series were turned by C. Kunde with a 531 score. L Reed bowled a 498 and Zieber a 488 series.

The First National Bank

In the first minutes of play, Platteville looked good and big. Half old Diers had already bumped in nine points to lead the Pioneers to a 26-13 lead when the soldiers de-
cided to call it a night.

Coming Basketball Games

Friday, February 14: 
SAT, CSTC vs Platteville, There
SAT, CSTC vs Oshkosh, There
TUESDAY, February 18: 
CSTC vs Mission House, Here
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